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__________..Premier League clubs can
park fans in the stands at Stamford Bridge

until 7:45pm on match days Clubs can move
fans away from their seats if they feel like it

Chairmen of England’s 20 clubs have
written to the Premier League demanding a
crackdown on ticket pricing, amid fears that

the broadcast rights deal could allow the
league to increase ticket prices by up to
30%. The letter sent on Friday to the top

executives of the 20 clubs reads: “The last
two seasons have been record breaking
financially for the Premier League, in

2014/15 the clubs’ annual profit was £1.64
billion, that has risen to £2.15 billion this
season. Clubs have written to the Premier
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League demanding a crackdown on ticket
pricing and club memberships “The average
league match attendance at Premier League

clubs is now standing at 26,099, that is a
record, that is a massive increase from the

previous season where it was 25,049. There
are a number of clubs that have sold out
their stadium for the first time in their

history. “Of course we are delighted for the
fans and the effect on the game of the new

TV deal, but we would be naive to think that
this deal will not lead to a substantial

increase in ticket prices that many of our
fans cannot afford. “While the new TV deal
will see more money going in to the game it

does not seem likely to see much of the
increase in revenue going back into the

game.” Premier League clubs can move fans
away from their seats if they feel like it at
Stamford Bridge Clubs have written to the
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Premier League demanding a crackdown on
ticket pricing and club memberships The 20

Premier League clubs have the right to
move fans away from their seats if they feel
like it The clubs who have signed up to the

letter, which was drafted by the Professional
Football Supporters Association (PFA) and

organised by the Football Supporters’
Federation (FSF), also revealed that they are

concerned that clubs could increase their
membership fees even further from January

1. Fee hikes from £150 to £175 in the
2012/13 season and from £175 to £200 in

2013/14 were largely accepted but clubs will
now want to take advantage of an escape

route to avoid the new £ 3e33713323
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